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Calendar codes
 Enter used calencar codes and work times in Control data -> Calendar codes –application. Calendar 

code ’Available’ is meant to the situation where drivers’ do not have work shifts based on constant 
times of day, but instead, the shifts are formed based on work orders.

Calendar
 Open Planning -> Calendar –application.
 Calendar is used to create daily resourcing plan.
 You can select planned period from right mouse context menu on top of time window.
 You can set shift list to be published prior to distribution (Control data -> Settings). In this case the 

shift list cannot be distributed or downloaded from drivers’ web portal before it is published (publish 
function under right mouse context menu ’Reports’ on top of calendar).

 It is also possible to create a model shift for one driver, and by selecting and copying the model shift, 
it can be copied to all drivers (open rows). Use right mouse context menu options.

 When you plan shift with grouping factor vehicle (designated drivers, top left corner), planned 
vehicles are printed on shift list. By doing this, you can easily plan shifts for a vehicle. When same 
driver is designated driver for several vehicles, driver’s allocation for other vehicle is displayed. When 
some vehicle shift is missing, you can easily create a new one based on some previous (right mouse 
context menu -> Calendar codes)

Work periods
 You define work periods for collective agreement in Control data -> Collective agreements –

application. You may also enter several collective agreements.
 Driver’s collective agreement is selected in Resources -> Personnel –application.



Rota planning/transit planning
 When you perform rota planning in Planning -> Rota planning –application, or perform transit 

planning in Planning -> Transit planning –application with automatic driver selection (right mouse 
context menu options), transits and planned work shift (according to collective agreement with work 
type level plan inclusing breaks and waits etc.) is printed into whift list.

 You can set different color for different work types in Control data -> Collective agreements. When 
driver changes work type in drivers’ web portal (work time tracking), the orders color is changed 
accordingly by currrent work phase.

Work orders
 Your drivers’ can get their work orders from drivers’ web portal.
 You can also distribute printed work orders manually (rota planning/transit planning) from right 

mouse context menu ’Reports’.
 You can also distribute work orders by e-mail with SMS reminder (rota planning/transit planning) 

from right mouse context menu ’Reports’.

Shift accountings (manual/taximeter/driver)
 When you have taximeter interface, shift accountings are generated automatically
 You may also create shift accountings manually based on the taximeter shift paper print
 When you do not wish to use taximeter interface, you can set options require shift start/end and 

generate shift accounting into collective agreement. In this case driver can enter new cash orders into 
system, and shift accounting is automatically generated when driver ends the shift.

 Shift accounting produce advances and bookkeepers report


